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An inductively coupled plasma connected to a mass spectrometer interface (sampling cone) is

computationally investigated. Typical plasma characteristics, such as gas flow velocity, plasma

temperature and electron density, are calculated in two dimensions (cylindrical symmetry) and

compared with and without a mass spectrometer sampling interface. The results obtained from our

model compare favorably with experimental data reported in the literature. A dramatic increase in the

plasma velocity is reported in the region close to the interface. Furthermore, a cooled metal interface

lowers the plasma temperature and electron density on the axial channel very close to the sampling cone

but the corresponding values in the off axial regions are increased. Therefore, the effect of the interface

strongly depends on the measurement position. It is shown that even a small shift from the actual

position of the sampler leads to a considerable change of the results.
1. Introduction

Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) has become the most popular

source in analytical chemistry for both atomic emission spec-

trometry (AES) and mass spectrometry (MS).1–3 Because of the

many similarities between the ICPs used for AES and MS,

researchers have used the reported fundamental characteristics

of ICP emission sources to understand the performance of

elemental mass spectrometers that use the ICP as an ion source.4

However, in ICP-MS, representative samples of the plasma

should be transmitted through an orifice (i.e., the so-called

‘‘sampler’’) to the mass analyzer. It can be expected that the

insertion of a metal cone interface, which is grounded and

cooled, into the high temperature plasma causes changes in the

plasma characteristics that affect the analytical performance of

ICP-MS. Because ICP-MS is one of the most important tech-

niques for elemental analysis,5 this effect of the sampling inter-

face should be investigated in more detail.

In the literature, a lot of studies have reported on ICP charac-

teristics in the presence of aMS sampling interface. Many studies

focused on the downstream region from the interface [e.g., ref.

6–9], but did not give information on changes in the plasma itself.

In ref. 10–18, the upstream region, i.e., the plasma, was investi-

gated, but no comparison was made with and without the

sampling interface. Only Hieftje and group members19 and

Farnsworth and coworkers4 have made a detailed comparison of

the plasma characteristics with and without the sampling inter-

face. Lehn et al.19 reported that the presence of the interface causes
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changes in the fundamental plasma characteristics such as elec-

tron number density and gas kinetic temperature, whereas Ma

et al.4 used laser-induced fluorescence to investigate the effect of

the sampling interface on the analyte atomand iondistributions in

the ICP used as an ion source for elemental mass spectrometry.

Besides experimental studies, a computational investigation

can provide a better insight into how and to what extent the

plasma characteristics upstream in the ICP are affected when it is

coupled with a MS. Indeed, in simulations it is possible to obtain

the entire two-dimensional (2D) picture, whereas in experiments

the information is only obtained at specific measurement posi-

tions. It is for instance not possible to measure at the exact

position of the sampling orifice, whereas such limitations do not

exist for simulations.

Spencer et al.20,21 applied the so-calledDirect SimulationMonte

Carlo (DSMC) algorithm to simulate the flowof neutral argon gas

through the first vacuum stage of the ICPMS; they also presented

a comprehensive review of the approximate model of ideal gas

flow through the sampling cone which had been used in 1988 for

the hemispherical-sink model by Douglas and French.22 Their

calculations yielded plasma velocity data in the region a few mil-

limetres upstream from the sampler which were in reasonable

agreement with experiments. They provided a formula for the

Mach number as a function of distance along the central axis

whichmay be used to predict the variation of velocity, density and

temperature along the central axis near the sampler.21 However,

the model assumed the so-called uniform upstream condition

whichmeans that the upstreamdensity and temperature gradients

associated with the cool center and the hot outer region of the gas

flow from the ICP torch are not included.20 Moreover, there is no

plasma assumed in the model and there is a need to provide

approximate parameters at the stagnation point.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 2D gas flow velocity path lines originating from the central and

outer inlets, colored by velocity in m s�1, and from the intermediate inlet,

colored in black: (a) without and (b) with the sampler. The thin vertical

solid lines in (a) indicate the axial positions at which the radial profiles of

Fig. 4 and 6 are plotted, i.e., at 6 mm, 8 mm, 9.3 mm, 9.6 mm, 9.9 mm,

and 10 mm from the load coil. Velocity vectors are also plotted in (b),

when the gas is flowing through the sampling orifice. The purple contours

indicate the area of external power coupling.
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In the present paper, the effect of the presence of a sampler on

the fundamental plasma characteristics in ICPMS is computa-

tionally investigated, based on the model explained in ref. 23 and

24. To our knowledge, such a detailed computational study has

not been carried out before. The calculation results will be

compared with the measured data from ref. 4,10 and 19, and will

provide a better insight into the underlying physics responsible

for the effect of the sampling interface.

2. Description of the model

For the calculations, a commercial computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) program, called Fluent v13.0.0 (ANSYS), was used.25 The

so-called coupled algorithm was employed as the solver in the

simulations. To simulate the plasma behavior, some self-written

modules were added as user defined functions (UDFs), as is

explained in detail in ref. 23. These modules define the heat

capacity and the thermal conductivity. The 2D axisymmetric

geometry considered in the simulation is described in detail in ref.

23. Argon is used for the ICP gas stream, as well as the ambient

gas. As discussed in ref. 23, the local thermodynamic equilibrium

(LTE) condition is applied to the plasma.26 The Reynolds

number of the flow, even at the place of the sampler (¼115.6), is

far from the turbulence regime. Therefore, a laminar behavior

can be assumed and the Navier–Stokes equations are solved to

determine the flow patterns.25 The plasma species considered in

the model are Ar atoms, singly charged and doubly charged Ar

ions, as well as electrons, and their transport properties are

calculated by kinetic theory, as described in detail by Lindner

et al. in ref. 23. The model is validated by experimental work in

ref. 24. In the present work, a mass spectrometer interface

(sampler) is added to the geometry, at the position of 10 mm

above the load coil, on the center axial line. The sampler has

a central orifice with 1 mm diameter (see Fig. 1b).

To investigate the effects of the sampler, two sets of calcula-

tions with exactly the same conditions, with and without the

sampler, are performed. In the case without the sampler, the

plasma has more space and could flow through the whole axial

length (Fig. 1a). The calculation region has a radius of 10 cm and

an axial length of 15 cm in the case without the sampler and

4.5 cm axial length in the case with the sampler. Note that this

calculation region is much higher than the real geometry of the

plasma, but this allows simpler boundary conditions, e.g. electric

fields could be set to 0 at the boundary without affecting the

plasma behavior. The total power coupled to the plasma is set to

1000 W and the frequency of the harmonic external electric

current density is 27 MHz. The central gas flow rate is 1 L min�1

and the flow rates of the outer and intermediate torch tubes are

12 L min�1 and 0.4 L min�1, respectively. The ambient gas

pressure and exhaust pressure are set to 101 325 Pa and

101 225 Pa, respectively. In the case with the sampler, the pres-

sure downstream of the sampler is set to 133.32 Pa.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Flow path lines and velocity

The gas flow path lines, originating from the central and outer

inlets, colored by velocity in m s�1, are plotted in Fig. 1a and b,

for the case without and with the sampler, respectively. The path
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
lines originating from the intermediate inlets are colored in black

to be distinguishable from the central and outer gas, and for the

sake of further discussion in Section 3.2. The orifice of the

sampler is placed at 10 mm from the load coil. It is clear from

both figures that the flow coming from the central inlet, instead

of maintaining a straight line trajectory, adopts a curved flow

profile due to the entrainment forces acting upon it, as was

predicted by Stewart et al. to be a likely scenario for off-axis

sampling of an ion cloud (Fig. 8c of ref. 10). This scenario was

supported by experiments.10 Nevertheless, in the case with the

sampler (Fig. 1b), as a consequence of flow acceleration to the

orifice of the sampler, the whole central flow is able to pass

through the interface cone. However, the intermediate and outer

flows are not affected by the acceleration process to the orifice,

and they adopt a curved line trajectory to the open sides of the

torch at the end sides of the interface cone. This modification of

path lines affects the temperature and electron density profiles,

which will be presented below.

In addition, the graphs illustrate how the gas velocity in the

area close to the sampler is changed by the presence of the

sampler. Indeed, a large difference in pressures upstream and

downstream of the sampler (i.e., 101 191.68 Pa), considering

Bernoulli’s principle, causes an extreme increase in the velocity of

the flowing plasma, as is illustrated in Fig. 1b by the red velocity

vectors in m s�1, added to better visualize this effect. The same

effect is apparent from Fig. 2, which shows the velocity on the

central axis as a function of axial position. In both cases, i.e.,

with and without the sampler, the velocity rises when the flow

leaves the load coil (i.e., around 30 mm from the injector inlet),

because the gas is heated up by the power coupled to the plasma,

which results in the increased velocity.24 The effect of the sampler

on the velocity is obvious from the solid line in Fig. 2, which

exhibits a sharp increase towards the sampler. Note that the solid
J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2012, 27, 604–610 | 605
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line is plotted to 1 mm before the sampler, to fit in the y-scale of

this figure, but the velocity increases further to about 890 m s�1

when it passes the sampler orifice. Ma et al. have also observed

a similar rise in velocity due to the presence of the sampler, as

reported in ref. 4.
Fig. 3 2D temperature profile (K): (a) without and (b) with the sampler.
3.2. Temperature

The plasma temperature is a fundamental property of the ICP.

Indeed, temperature changes affect the plasma thermal conduc-

tivity. Moreover, the rate of droplet desolvation and particle

vaporization is affected by the gas kinetic temperature.27

Inserting a cooled metal sampler as an interface between ICP and

the mass spectrometer causes the following changes, as presented

in Fig. 3–5.

The 2D profiles of the plasma temperature are presented in

Fig. 3, both in the absence (Fig. 3a) and presence (Fig. 3b) of the

mass spectrometer interface. It is clear that the off-axial region of

the plasma has a higher temperature than the central region in

both Fig. 3a and b, which indicates the presence of the central

channel cooling the plasma. Furthermore, as the outer gas has

a strong flow rate, the gas layers next to the torch wall stay cool,

as is also obvious from Fig. 3 in both cases. The hottest region in

the radial direction is close to the middle of the auxiliary gas inlet,

which is the place of maximum power deposition (see ref. 23).

The absolute values of the calculated plasma temperature, i.e.

8000–9000 K above the load coil, are in good agreement with

experiments.1,28

Insertion of the sampler does not seem to affect the plasma

temperature inside the load coil to a great extent. However,

a small temperature rise can still be observed, attributed to the

change in path lines in this region as seen in Fig. 1. Indeed, in the

coil region, when the interface is inserted, the flow originating

from the intermediate inlet (path lines colored in black in Fig. 1)

passes the area which is characterized by high electrical power

deposition (i.e., the center of the purple contours in Fig. 1b),

while in the case without sampler, part of the intermediate flow
Fig. 2 Axial distribution of gas flow velocity (m s�1) in the case with

(solid line) and without (dashed line) the sampler, on the central axis of

the plasma torch. The load coils and the place of the sampler are also

indicated in this figure, for clarity.
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passes through the area which has lower coupled power values

(see Fig. 1a). The total external power and intermediate mass

flow rate are the same in both cases with and without sampler,

but the flow seems to pass through more efficient areas to heat

up, in the case of the presence of the sampler. In other words, the

intermediate flow combines later with the central flow, after

passing through the high power area, in the case of the presence

of the sampler, while in the other case, part of the intermediate

flow combines sooner with the central flow, with less heating by

the external power. Therefore, this causes a higher temperature

in the central region when the sampler is present, as we will see

later in Fig. 5.

To obtain a more detailed picture close to the sampler, which is

the most important region for mass spectrometry, Fig. 4 illus-

trates the plasma temperature distribution in the radial direction,

at several axial positions, in the presence and absence of the

sampler (i.e., solid and dashed lines, respectively). It is clear that

the temperature in the presence of the sampler drops dramati-

cally towards the central axis, with a sharp minimum at about

0.5–1 mm from the central axis, and it is higher again at the

central axis. This can be explained by the cooling of the sampler,

which has an orifice of 1 mm diameter. It appears from the solid

lines in Fig. 4 that the radial temperature profile changes

considerably, especially when moving closer towards the

sampler. Even at 0.1 mm from the sampler (i.e., solid line in

Fig. 4b), the profile looks different from the position of the

sampler (i.e., solid line in Fig. 4a), especially near the central axis.

This indicates that the above-mentioned cooling effect is only

very local. This behavior is important when comparing simula-

tion results with experiments, or different experimental data, i.e.,

they should be compared at exactly the same position.

Looking at the dashed lines in Fig. 4 tells us that the temper-

ature profile in the case without the sampler is very similar for the

different axial positions, with a broad maximum in the central

region. Only in Fig. 4e and f a minor local minimum can be

observed at the central axis, which arises from the torus-shaped

temperature profile in the coil region (see Fig. 3 above). On the

other hand, the temperature profile in the presence of a sampler is

largely affected by the sampler, and differs a lot for different axial

positions, especially near the sampler position, as discussed
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 5 Axial distribution of plasma temperature (K) in the case with

(solid line) and without (dashed line) the sampler, on the central axis of

the plasma torch. The load coils and the place of the sampler are also

indicated in this figure, for clarity. The small graph shows a detail of the

crossing point of the two lines.D
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above. At the position of the sampler (Fig. 4a) the temperature

drops significantly in the central area and it increases in the outer

regions, compared to the case without the sampler. Lehn et al.19

have reported the same behavior, but it should be mentioned that

the setup of their experiments was different from ours and

consequently, they observed a similar behavior but at different

positions compared to our work. The drop in the central region

was explained above, i.e., it originates from the cooling from the

sampler. The higher temperature in the outer regions is attrib-

uted to the different path lines, as shown in Fig. 1b above.

Indeed, the gas flow which is accelerated to the orifice mostly

originates from the central torch inlet, whereas the gas molecules

coming from the intermediate and outer torch inlets change their

path and leave the ICP torch as they face the interface cone. This

affects the temperature profile, as is obvious from Fig. 3b, i.e.,

the high temperature plasma is spread towards the open sides of

the torch, resulting in higher temperature values in the region

outside the load coil, at radial positions farther away from the

central axis, compared to the case without sampler (Fig. 3a).

Therefore, the radial temperature distributions plotted in Fig. 4

exhibit larger values in the outer regions in the case with sampler

compared to without. A similar effect as in Fig. 4a is also

observed in Fig. 4b, c and d, for the temperature profiles at

9.9 mm, 9.6 mm, and 9.3 mm away from the load coil, respec-

tively, or in other words, 0.1 mm, 0.4 mm, and 0.7 mm from the

sampler, respectively, although the cooling effect in the central

region is far less pronounced. At positions further away from the

sampler (see Fig. 4e and f) the temperature profiles with and

without the sampler look very similar, indicating that the

sampler does not affect the temperature profile at positions

beyond 1 mm from the sampler.

Fig. 5 shows the temperature as a function of axial position on

the central axis, again with and without the sampler (i.e., solid

and dashed lines, respectively). Note that x ¼ 0 mm corresponds
Fig. 4 Radial distributions of plasma temperature (K) in the case with (solid l

at 10 mm (place of the sampler) (a), 9.9 mm (b), 9.6 mm (c), 9.3 mm (d), 8 m

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
to the position of the central gas injector into the ICP. As is

obvious from Fig. 3, the temperature at the central axis is very

low in the coil region, and it starts to increase dramatically at the

end of the coil region. This is also clear from Fig. 5. As the

sampler is placed at 41.5 mm from the injector, the solid line

stops at this position, while the dashed line continues until 70 mm

from the injector. A slightly higher temperature at the central

axis is observed in the case with sampler compared to without.

This is attributed to the plasma heat conductivity from the

slightly higher off-axis plasma temperature in this case, as

mentioned above. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 1, the path lines of

the central flow in the case with sampler are broader than in the
ines) and without (dashed lines) the sampler, at several axial positions, i.e.,

m (e), and 6 mm (f) from the load coil.

J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2012, 27, 604–610 | 607
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Fig. 6 2D electron density profile (m�3): (a) without and (b) with

sampler.
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case without the sampler. Therefore, in Fig. 1b, the central path

lines come closer to the region of high power coupling, which is

another reason for the higher temperature at the central area of

the torch. Only close to the sampler, the situation is reversed, and

the temperature drops significantly due to the presence of the

cooled metal sampler, as is also observed in Fig. 4. This so-called

cross-point (point ‘a’ in Fig. 5) was also reported in ref. 4 from

images of ion fluorescence.
3.3. Electron density

Another fundamental property of the ICP is the electron number

density, which determines the electrical conductivity in the
Fig. 7 Radial distributions of electron density (m�3) in the case with (solid line

(a), 9.9 mm (b), 9.6 mm (c), 9.3 mm (d), 8 mm (e), and 6 mm (f) from the lo

608 | J. Anal. At. Spectrom., 2012, 27, 604–610
plasma, as well as the analyte excitation and ionization rates due

to electron impact.29,30

Fig. 6a and b present the 2D profiles of the electron density,

without and with the sampling interface, respectively. Again, the

maximum electron density in both cases is reached at the position

of maximum power coupling, where also the plasma temperature

exhibits its maximum. Moreover, the electron density appears

again somewhat higher in the case with the sampler than without

(i.e., about 1.5 � 1022 m�3 vs. 1.3 � 1022 m�3). This can be

explained by the slightly higher maximum temperature in the

case with the sampler, as mentioned above.

In Fig. 7, the radial distributions of electron density at

different axial positions are presented in the case with and

without the sampling interface (solid and dashed lines, respec-

tively). In the presence of a sampler, again the measurement

position clearly affects the results obtained. At the position of the

sampler (10 mm from load coil; solid line in Fig. 7a), the electron

density exhibits two maxima at 4–5 mm from the center, and

a small one in the center, whereas at 0.1 mm, 0.4 mm and 0.7 mm

before the sampler (i.e., solid lines in Fig. 7b–d, respectively),

the peak in the center becomes much more pronounced.

The general pattern here follows the temperature changes

discussed in Section 3.2 above; however, the change in

electron density is larger than for the temperature, which can be

explained from the temperature dependence in the Saha equation

(ne f T3/2exp[�(Ei � DEi)/kT], where Ei is the ionization

potential, DEi is the ionization potential reduction and k is the

Boltzmann constant).1 The measurements by Lehn et al.19

revealed the same behavior, but because of the different geom-

etries, direct comparison is not possible.

Looking at the dashed lines in Fig. 7 (i.e., calculation results

without sampler), it is clear that the profiles do not change a lot

for different axial positions, except for the appearance of a small

minimum near the center in Fig. 7f, which arises from the two
s) and without (dashed lines) the sampler, at 10 mm (place of the sampler)

ad coil.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 8 Axial distribution of electron density (m�3) in the case with (solid

line) and without (dashed line) the sampler, on the central axis of the

plasma torch. The load coils and the place of the sampler are also indi-

cated in this figure, for clarity.
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characteristic maxima observed inside the coil region (see Fig. 6).

However, the profiles in the case with sampler are very much

dependent on the axial position as discussed above. The closer to

the sampler, the larger is the difference between the two profiles.

In the case with the sampling interface, the electron density

becomes much lower in the central region and somewhat higher

in the outer sides, at the position of the sampler (Fig. 7a) as well

as at 0.1 mm, 0.4 mm and 0.7 mm away from the sampler

(Fig. 7b–d). The drop in density is attributed to the cooling effect

of the interface cone in the central region, and the slightly higher

density in the outer regions is due to the path lines of the inter-

mediate and outer gas inlets, extending the plasma towards the

outer region, as discussed above for the temperature. As these

positions are too close to the sampler for accurate measurements,

there are no experimental data reported in the literature for these

positions. However, further away from the sampler, the electron

density appears to be higher, both in the center and in the outer

regions, as is clear from Fig. 7e and f (indicating measurement

positions of 2 mm and 4 mm from the sampler, respectively).

The latter effect is seen more clearly in Fig. 8, illustrating the

axial electron density profile at the center axis, with and without

the sampling interface (solid and dashed lines, respectively).

Close to the sampler, the electron density is near zero, and hence

lower than in the case without the sampler, but it shows

a pronounced rise at a few mm from the sampler, and hence, in

general the electron density is higher in the case with the sampler

than without, due to the slightly higher temperature as explained

above. This behavior was also reported by Ma et al.,4 based on

ground state ion fluorescence measurements, obtained at posi-

tions of 1 mm from the sampler.

4. Conclusion

The effect of a mass spectrometer sampling interface on the

fundamental plasma characteristics in an ICP, i.e., gas flow

velocity, plasma temperature and electron density, is computa-

tionally investigated. The model deals with plasma by kinetic
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
theory in the whole ICP torch region to provide a complete

description of ICPMS upstream from the sampler.

The calculation results indicate that the maximum tempera-

ture and electron density increase when a sampling cone is

inserted in the ICP. Moreover, the plasma velocity increases

dramatically when flowing through the sampling orifice, due to

the sudden pressure drop. The sampler cools the gas flowing into

the MS, which results in a reduction of the total number of ions

that can be measured. Thus, maybe an increase of the sampler

temperature could yield an increased transmission of ions into

the MS. The effect of the sampler is especially important in the

downstream region from the plasma, but not so much in the most

intense plasma region (i.e., the coil region). Other effects, such as

for instance the effect of a nebulizer flow that also contains water,

will mainly affect the plasma in the coil region, and the effect

close to the sampler will probably be minor.

From the detailed radial profiles of temperature and electron

density at different axial positions, it is clear that the changes

induced by the sampling cone are very sensitive to the distance

from the sampler. The general behavior is a decrease in the

central region and a rise in the outer areas for both the temper-

ature and the electron density profiles, close to the sampler.

Further away from the sampler, both temperature and electron

density are higher than in the case without sampler, also in the

central region. These calculations are of great value, because they

yield information about the plasma very close to the sampler, i.e.,

a region which is not or barely accessible by measurements and

which is nevertheless the most important plasma region where

the measured data are sampled from, as it is the connection point

between the ICP and the mass spectrometer.
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